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The much-maligned Parking
Services gets its break.

Hispanics
make new
life in VS.
Immigrants
struggle to adjust
to new culture
■v MARY FRANCES C/ARsn
assistant neivs editor
At 19 years old. (aneth Rsma
Jimenez left the familiarity of her
Inends, her home and her familv
to travel alone through (he desert
of Mexico to come to the United
States. Her story is the kind students read about and discuss in
CANTH 195, but is one that hits
closer to home than some might
expect.
"I traveled mostly alone,"
Jimenez said of her one-monthlong tnp on foot (rum Oaxaca,
Mexico, to the United States She
walked to Arizona, where she met
her two older brothers to drive to
Harnsonburg. "1 hardly had any
food or water in the desert. It was
a very long tnp." she said.
According to Steve Camarota,
director of the Center for Immigration Studies, the nation's foreign-born and immigrant population reached a new record of more
than 35 million in March 2005.
Census Bureau data show that
between January 2000 and March
2005. 7.9 million new immigrants
settled in this country, making
it the highest five-year pvnod in
American history. Nearlv lull of
this number is estimated to be illegal aliens.
Roekingham County and Harnsonburg saw tins increase espe
cially in regards to the Hispanic
community. The U.S. Census
found that while the combined
city and county population POM
onlv 11 percent from 2000 to 21X6,
the Hispanic population UK passed
38.5 percent.
Job incentive is often cited tis
the pnmarv reason to immigrate,
and Jimenez agreed. "I came to
find a job to make money for myself and to send home to niv family," she said.
The transition to life in town
wasn't easy, she said, because she
had to deal with the language barrier before finding her current |ob
at a fast-food reslauran( in (own
'The hardes( part was not
speaking the language I watched
a lot of television .ind talked lo my
sister-in-law to practice, because
she is an Amencan," Jimenez
said
I Ml used (o have a program
through the Center for Career
Advancement designed tu help
people like Jimenez with their language skills I he enter had contracts with local poultry plants to
go in and teach But the center had
to disconbnue the program three
years ago because the plants did
not renew the contra. If
see UFE, page 4
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Seymour Chwast has an
exhibition at Sawhill Gallery.

Annie Lowry returns from a
torn ACL.

College Inflated
Tuition higher
in United States
than overseas

Are we
any safer
after 9/11?
Professor talks
about changes
made in policy

HI ANDREW J. FIICH
contributing writer

Is the United States realK
No. I?
The results of .1 study
from the National Center
for I'ubhc Polky and Higher
Education aaj it isn't
The report found the
United States has fallen
behind in higher education.
The Sew York Trntfi reported.
"|The study! found that
although the United States
still leads the world in the
proportion of SS to M jreai
olds with college degrees
it ranks seventh among
developed nations lot
1-1 war old~
The United States' younger generations .ire enrolling
in and completing college M
lower rates ih.m the tountrv s
baby boomer generation did
Increases in tuition are
responsible tor this decline
in the rate of enrollment
and completion College
expense in the United States
has bet ome a lerioue problem according to the l s
1 iepartmenJ ol state Web atte,
I he site s.nd most four-year
institutions cost no less than
SlOvOOOa fear, but n
more range between $20,000
and $30,000
Edith Prost, a French international student, points to
(lie^c high COSOl .is the culprit
behind students not finishing
college.
It's more expensive
here. I'rost s,nd. "So it's
harder tor students to complete |iollege|."
A great number of other
countries pro* ide tree or inexpensive college education
to their uti/ens
In a report authored bv
U.S. Senator Charles (D-N.Y.),
inflation la the cause for raising tuition through the room
I he senator said tuitions
nationally have risen bj an
alarming 2**4 percent over the
1.1st two decades He said that
number should be markedly
lower
Be percent, No™ students are taced H itli choos
ing high debt to steer them
through college or no college
at all. Both options could
impair their ability to prosper
in the luture.
Economics and finances
aside. Students' attitudes
could be arresting the enroll
men! and completion rates
Ipeleng Bosilong, a soph
omore from South Africa,
thinks college has a different
meaning for I S students

A

BY DOMINIC DESMOND

news editor
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"(College is about)
been and parties and
drunken girls, he said. "It
vou get involved with it,
it s ,1 lot ot tun. but not a
I od." Bosilong also
said students aren't readv
for the demands ot the next
level of education.
Increased pressure on
undergraduate students
has become e\ ufent in
ret ent vears ( raig Shealy,
professor ot graduate
psychologv and executive
director of the International
Beliefs and Values institute,
said the IIK reasc oi ps\ chological diagnoses has
escalated due to pressure
OT! students
'I here are people (who
art] really mentally ill here.
IheCre just not function-

ing," Shealy added.
Other students find
that college does not match
their interests. Some, Ilka
Patrick McCann. drop out
"I hated it. I felt I didn't
get anything out 0! it," he
Mid
Another former JML
student. |aaon Branlv,
left for academic reasons
Branlv said, "It's a good
school. I really enjoyed it; it
Hist wasn't for me."
JMU stands out among
other colleges. The 2005
l\ll statistical Summary
cited the average tor |\1l
students graduating within
si. wars w 1 tli a Kuhclor s
degree is 86 p.-r. ent I hat
number is less on the
national scene, resting at
about two-tlurds. according

to the National Center for
Public Policy and Higher
I ducation Because trie
better-educated segment
of U.S. society is close to
retirement «> serious threat
to the i ,s economy is at
hand. Younger; less-educated Americans are falling
short at the task of filling
the void |«A h\ an aging
baby boom generation.
I he National Center for
Public PoUC) and Higher
Education paints a bleak
picture for the future if
current trends continue
this way. I he -enter said
the proportion of workers
with high school diplomas
and college degress) will
shrink, along with personal
incomes, over the next 15
wars

The images were searing.
I hey were constant I hev were
real. It also seemed to many at
that time those images would
change everything — people, the
United States and the world.
Five years after the attacks
on the World Trade Center and
the Pentagon, and the downing
of I light 93 In a held in Pennsylvania, the times have changed,
but not the entire world, as some
have charged.
"When 9/11 actually, happened, 1 initially thought, everything's going to change," remembered Jonathan Keller, professor
of political science, "and eventhing seemed so different right
afterwards." Now, he beUtves
the effects oi that day mav not be
as seisnm as the end of the Cold
War and the shnnking ot the
world due to globalization. Keller
does concede that Amenca's tor
eign policv has i hanged, but he
said the jury's still out on how
the changes that Sept. 11 wrought
will play OUt in histors books
"The longevity of those
changes is unclear at this point."
Keller said. "Ifs hard to be in
the middle of history and gauge
— 'How important are these
events?'"
Regardless of how important
these events wets «»r are. sophomore l-lysia Woodward won't
travel overseas by plane.
"I've always wanted to travel
overseas," she said. "(Terrorism] is <m extra thing to WOtf)
about"
She also worries about her
boyfriend, Thomas IX-Lovely.
who is serving in the Nav)
"It's scary," Woodward said.
"I worry a lot. It's concerning."
Woodward is quick to point
out
things
have
deunitels
changed. But she's wary about
how to define change.
"1 refuse to believe nothing
has changed." she said, alter all
the bloodshed."
DeLovely, an Aviation Electfi
cian Mate, is more worried about
being blown off the flight deik ot
the aircraft earner he works on
I ie's also await that the world
and the I nited states have seen
some changes since Sept. II.
"Ihe biggest change is that
it's had is bee fed-up security."
I >el ovel) taki "And that we are
paranoid DSCSaiBS ot the possible
danger out there."
When the attacks happened.
Blue Ridge Community College
teeCBANQB pan4

Mainstreet gets a makeover
■v JACKK WALSH
contributing writer
Mainstreet Bar & linll, a Eavoflta
among underclassmen in f'-ist years, has
been renovated Alter a tire last vear that
gutted the bar, restorations were inevitable. But this Ume they take the form ot
a more extensive menu, increased entertainment, and extended hours.
( ustomanlv considered a nightclub,
Mainstreet Bar &C,n II will be expanding
the entertainment to include live bands
on Tuesda\s
Including local bands
and college ads, Monda) Night Football
and Madison Madness, a WednescU)
event that n-cjutn-sa I At card to enter
I his past Mondav kicked oil the
new Mainstreet, featunng a proiei tor l\
•creenand 25-centwtngi
It was a dSCSnl turnout tor Mon
day night, and as the word gets OUT, it

should become more popular." manager
Inn Nebgen said.
Nebgen was a JtKH graduate ot )Ml
with a degn-e in rei reation manage

men)
I've always been interested m opening up mj own n'staurant, so when the
opportunit) presented itseit, I took it,"
Nebgen said
In addition to the live shows, lues
days will also feature hah ott appetizers
on the new menu, which now includes
t lub and bullalo t hit ken sand wit lies, as
wed as turke) bacon meha opening at
4 p.m. Mondav through Saturday is also
a neu feature it will bring in mon
tomers tor a later lunch or dinner and
will also provide leisure time tor those
who choOBe lO make us*- ot the down
stairs aicade with new games and froe
|*HI| until ''p.m.
Ilns vear, Wsdnesda) nights will

only be tor |Ml rtudenta or thOM accompanied In a |Ml student
Mainstreet is also trying to roach
an older crowd with a night for 21 and
Over "We want to pnw ide an avenue lor
upperclassmen on Ihursdavs,' Nebgen
said.
With renovations and new management at Rocktown Grill formerly
I lighlawn Pa\ ilion. t»unpetition is grow ini; among the 2\ and o\ cr .mdierue tor
nighttime entertainment
Sophomore Msaanna Dow nov who
went io Mainstreet a couple oi Urnss last
war. said, With all the new features
Mainstreet is implementing, I in excited
to see the Anal outcome."
"We an- |ust |r\ ing tu keep the night
Ufa we have but expand il ' Nebgen
said "We want to let people know we
are not |ust a night club, that we haw
more to otter than thai

it'AN
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Mainstreet Bar A Grill Is hoping to diversify this year, offering more deals
and upplng Its over-21 entertainment.
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Main Telephone:
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A fMU employee reported the theft ol .1 Mac Mini computer, valued al $781, from ,i facult) office in Harrison
Hall Sept 7 at 1:30 pjn.
A J\1L employee reported .1 vending machine h.id boon
forcibly opened .»i«i food Items were missing in the
parking deck Sept 9 al n 18 pm

MISSION

Advertising Department:
(5401568-6127

Sports Desk:
Editor:
Matthew Sloss
(540) 568-6749
breezeeditorQhotmail. com
stossmr

CORRECTION
In the Sept. 11 issue of
The Breeze, the writer
ol "Sljmmin"' was
misprinted. I he writer's real name is Jacob

The Breeze, the student-run newspaper ol James
Madison University, serves student and faculty
readership by reporting news involving the camEJS and local community. The Breeze strives to
3 impartial and lair in its reporting and firmly
believes in its First Amendment rights

Wilson.

.OFF
Appetizers

Midnight or later
FR1& SAT 10:30 am - 2:00 am

(540) 568-6709
breezesporisQhotmait.com
Opinion Desk:
(540) 568-3846
breezeopinion&hotmail.com
News Desk:
(540)568-8041
breezenewsQhotmail.com

CLASSIFIEDS
■ How to place a classified Go to
www.tnebreeze.onj and click on the
classified link or come into the office
weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5
p.m
■ Classifieds must be paid in advance
in The Breeze office

■ Cost: $5 00 lor the first 10 words.
$3 for each additional 10 words:
boxed classified, $10 per column
inch.
■ Deadlines: noon Friday lor Monday
issue, noon Tuesday tor Thursday
issue

BRIDGEWATEft^TIREMENT COMMU^Y
Saturday, Saptmbar 16 7:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
at tha Rockingham County Fairgrounds

ll-Xpm

7:30 a.m.

EVERYDAY!

Onalatta Braakfaat Bagini, Specialty Shopa opan
Silent Auction Begina (aknda at 1 p.m.)
Featuring many handcraftad baaketa with themed gifts

9:30 a.m.

Formal Auction (featuring handcraftad, furnitura,
antiquaa, a brand naw wadding draaa and
wadding accessories, vrallhanginga, rugs, lamps.
Redskins tickets, food items theatre tickets,
reatnuranta, movies, and so much more)

10:00 a.m.

Lunch Itame Available
(hoated by JMU Social Work Voluntaara)

&
MON -THURS 10:30 am to

Ads Manager:
Meghan O'Donnell
Assistant Ads Manager
Bryan Pope
Specialty Advertising
Executive:
Lola Sizemore
Ads Design Lead:
Tyler Adams
Ad Executives:
Dana Fiore
Phil Finch
Alexandra McNair
Gil Harnson
Ad Designers:
Lara Egben
Chris Swecker
Eric Trott
Nazia Mitha
Brian Sostak

Arts and Entertainment
Desk:
(540)568-3151
breezeartsQhotmail. com

Photo/Graphic*:
(540| 568-8041
breezepholoOhotmail.com
breezegrapbicsQhotmail. com

Number of parking tickets since Aug 28 1,605

MAILING ADDRESS
TheBreeze
G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC6805
James Madison University
Harnsonburg. Virginia 22807
Phone: (540) 568-6127

ADVERTISING STAFF

The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings
and distributed throughout James Madison University and
the local Harnsonburg community. Comments and complaints should be addressed to Matthew Stoss, editor.

Number ol drunk In publics since Aug. 28:5
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POLICE LOG
n Al ICIASTI TzaJsenlor wriiei

NFL Ticket
Great Night Scene

COMPLETE ALL OF YOUR HOLIDAY aBOPPING k ADD MANY TOUCHES TO YOUR HO KB
WHILE EKJOYINO POOD A FELLOWSHIP AS YOU CONTRIBUTE TO
A VERY KORTaTT LOCAL "OH-PROFIT

SUN 11:00 am to ll:(>0pm

243 Neff Avenue
Harris.onburg.VA 22X01
540.433.3456
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Around Campus

Memories burn on Senate

JMU to celebrate
Constitution Day

■v VKIOKIA SHOOK
OTHfriMflmg iiriter

The James Madison Center
and 1787 Society at JMU will
commemorate Constitution
Day Friday, Sept. 15. from
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. on the
commons.
Two historical flags will
ascend the university's flagpole: a 15-star,
IS-s tripe
American Hag and a blue 1787
Hag.
Giveaways will include
free cake, purple wrist bands
and pocket-sized copies of the
US. Constitution.

Students gathen-d in
Grafton-Movall Iheatreto
remember and reflect on
the tragedies that befell the
United States five years ago.
Standing More a depu
tion of the Statue of I jberty
holding a book entitled
"Never Forget" speaker*
commemorated Sept. 11 on
the fifth anniversary with a
common theme of the importance of acceptance.
"The people of America
became united m a very significant wav" JMU Pn-sident
i inwood Roes said while
there is a tendency to be
cautious and tven msptdous
ot i>ther cultures, we ha\ e |
responsibilitv to .H1 difterentl\."
Rose encouraged the
audience not to be enveloped
bv bitterness M^\ anger hut to

Annual fall plant sale to
he hosted this Saturday
The

Fdith

J

Carries

Arboretum and Botanical
Gardens at JMU will host
its annual Fall Plant Sale
Saturday. Sept. lf>, in the
arboretum's north parking lot (along University
Boulevard) from 9 a.m. to 2
p.m.
Sale items will include a
wide assortment of plants,
trees, shrubs, evergreens
from the arboretum greenhouses and more.

Statewide
HPD to receive their
own training center
The Harrisonburg City
Police will be getting their
own training center. At the
city council meeting Tuesday
night, the expenditure of
$20,000 collected from drug
seizures was approved to
bring together tne canine
training area, firing range and
obstacle course
Neighbors near the old site
complained about the noitt
factor. At the m location, no
one will be disturbed b\ the
late-night training tXtlCJMI
conducted with dogs, said
Police Chief Donald Harper.

World & Nation
Bloody day in Baghdad
The

Washington

Post

reported yesterday nearly
1(H) people died in Baghdad
in
various
incidents
throughout the capital.
On Tuesday nignt. at least
h2 unidentified bodies ntlC
found shot and some were
even beheaded, said Brig.
Gen. Abdullah Mahmood of
the Interior Ministry in the
Post.
U.S. military officials
said two soldiers were
killed — one on Monday
and another on Tuesday.

holds
first
meeting
BY RACHANA

celebrate unity.
Ui should not be
suspicious of differences, but
insie.ui build bndges between
cultures."
President of the Muslim
Student Association senior
Sinner Mansur, named Sept.
11 the "trauma ot our genera
bon." Though shocking and
distressing, Sept. II saw a lnumph of the human sptnt."
Mansur said
"A beautiful moment
emerged when we put aside
our differences for once to
mourn," he said. Mansur
encouraged the audience to
reflect back on that harmony
felt five years ago.
"We m list ask ou rse h es.
what will the legacy of 9/11
be?" he said. "Let it be a
legacy of hope."
Guest speaker i .iptain
Roberta Lavfat of the US.
IX-partmeiit ot Health and
Human Services stressed the
importance ot emergency pn1paredness as a national issue
"1 n>ni ,m academic perspective, students ian apot)
technical skills to respond to
disasters and emergency situations," Lavinsaid. Technical
skills including scientific.
doctor and nursing skilLs
would help those an >und us
when these situatii >ns occur.

ahesaid
"Your first responder is
going h>be the person sitting
next to VOW, B0 it is important
tortheenbn'Communit\ jn.i
school to learn bask tirst aid.

Dim

news editor
Dunng Tuesday's first otficwil
Student Senate meeting i>f the year.
Senate Speaker Stephanie Genco (Sr)
was confirmed by the senate after the
body debated in dosed session for more
than 30 minutes.
Last spring, a new bill was mtniduced
that changed some rules regarding the
election and confirmation of the Speaker
of the Senate.
1 hough returning senators did have
an opportunity to sec Genco preside over
the last meeting of the 2005-'06 school
year, the 37 new members present had
to vote based on her bnef speech to the
senate Tuesday.
Genco spoke about what the SGA
motto could be for the upcoming schtxd
year. She said the first idea, was "We
the Change,'' based on JMU's "Be the
Change" campaign. I hough she said
the idea started out as a juke, she later
realized it was perfect.
"The idea of 'We the Change' can
apply inside and
outside of this
room," Genco said, Tuesday
refemng to all
students involved
in SGA.
"I feel like this
year is the year to
make the change," she said. "We can all
have a positive impact"
In addition to Gencn's speech.
Student Body President Brandon Ink. I
(Jr) opened Tuesday's meeting with a
welcome address for the senate's new
and familiar faces.
'Today marks the beginning, and
beginnings are wonderful things," he
said IJdkel encouraged all members of
SGA to grow individually and grow as
a whole organization in order to better
serve the student community
"Fully commit yourselves while
looking toward the future,'' I u kel said.
IXinng his address, he passed out purple
sheets of paper and asked every senator
and staff member to write, "It is May
2007..." and wnte down something they
hope to achieve dunng the school year.
"I'm confident that we will be
successful in all our endeavors this year,"
he said.

SGA

Jl AN BIAI-fcT Mttffphiih'tmpfier
Students gathered for a candlelight vigil to remember the fifth anniversary of Sept. 11.
she-wild
I.nin also reiterated that
promoting hateor fear does
not prevent terrorism, and
that people should instead appreciate people's differences
In order to have a greater
understanding of OUI bfOthcTfl
and sisters oi the world
I he coordinator ol the
event, senior Michael l>re\ fuss, then im iied the audience
to (he commons for a candlelight \ igil w hen* students
remembered the lives lost in
the terrorist atta. ks

Most students remember
exact)) where the) were when
the) re» elved the news that
hvoplantt crashed Into the
twin towers
lunior Rebecca i Nxon
recalled ^ etching the events
I'M television at SCIHHII in
disbelief. Mv fust thoughts
were 'everybod) 's getting out
Ol thehuildings. nght,:' she

said
\ tearful tn-shman. I mik
Weidner, said. Mam pimple
didn't even know what the
trade centers were, hut we

knew something tag had liappened " Seeing the footage
on vpt ii, Wttdnermitiaih
tltought it was a movie, not
realih
Student Body President
Brandon Hickel was pleased
wjth the turnout and glad to
otter the event "I appreciate
that people cared enough to
come out tonight tor the firth
anniversarv he said I see
how people wen- personally

affected and I'm glad that
this event allowed them to

remember and reflect

set SGA. page 4

Muslim immigrant numbers rise
in

Democrats attempt to
shut down wiretapping
Republicans obstructed
.in attempt by the Democrats
to stop th>' t ast v\ iretapping
program President George
W. Bush has proposed. The
Washington root reported
yesterday.
Democrat! had added
a one-year expiration provision to the bill. It also
would requlN the National
Security Agency to report
to Congress more often. The
amendment was defeated
by the Republicans b\ voice
votes and roll calls.
YouTube.com "girl"
found out to be older
The lonel) girl on the
video-sharing Web lite,
YouTubr com. is not n .ill. I
girl — she's "20-ish." The
The New York Time* reported that New Zealand snd
l.os Angeles resident lessica
Rose has been pie) mg a 15j tai old girl on .i nearlj
■bur-month drama series on

Web
Rose is also a gradu-

sts oi the New Vbrfc Film
Academj
rhe
nates
reported yesterda) that the
YotiTUbt i m projei t Is sup
posed become ■ mm le
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The Harrisonburg mosque was built in recent years to accomodate the
trowing Muslim population In Harrisonburg More than 40,000 people
from Muslim nations were admitted into the United States last year.

LAOSSN SF ARSON
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Despite the decline m the number of
immigrants from Muslim countries alter
Sept ii, thai statish, has rapid!) Increased
w ithm the pasl vear
The v
tori
reported thai according to thi-1 Vpartmcnt ot Homeland Se< unlv
almost ''".(Hit people Irom Muslim COUntriCfl
became legal permanent I s residents in
2003. i his is the highest annual number during the pasi 20 yean Ot those people, more
than 40,000 were admitted last year, which
was the highest in the yean since the vpt
II attacks.
Tor the past JO wars. Muslims have
immigrated to the I niled Mates to tmd
peaceful lives and be part ot a powerful
country, said Kakahama Askary, professor
ul philosoph) and religion
"The image In the mind ot Muslims as
to wh) the) are 111 the i S is baaed on the
democracy and freedom," Askan said
lhe ongoing war in the Middle East
according to Vskary, has onl) worsened in
the past 20 yean, and can be attributed to the
recent ini rease in the Muslim population.
I ducation is strungh encouraged in the
Islamit faith fcccoiding to Tltt New i<"A
i. re is a larger percentage ol Muslim
ints who have graduate degrees than
other American residents, and their average
salaries are about 20 percenl higher
Mthougn these statistics indicate pros
perous lives fot Muslims m the United
stale- this , hanged alter the terrorist attacks
and Muslims became victims ot mosque
vandalization ^^\ other hate crimes.
I he dail> lives became difficult for
Muslims.' \skar\ said
lor example, a
man wearing a turban was killed in New
York l 11\ and it turned out that he wee not
a Muslim
\skar\ said this is an example of how peo<
pie make judgments without knowing some*
one Such problems are caused In ignorance,
miscummumcauon and misinterpretation

In response to those who target Muslims,
Askary said, "You can fight the war on terror, but you cannot fight Islam or its tea.h
mgs. People must differentiate between
right and wrong."
Senior Samier Mansur, president of the
Muslim Student Association, said despite tinextreme scrutiny Muslims received after Sept.
11, it opened the public's eyes to the Islamic
faith. After the events, there was mon' interaction between Amencans, MuslimAnieruans
and Muslims ol other nationalities.
Askary said there are about 200 to
250 Muslim families currently living in
Harrisonburg. Mansur said the increase in
Muslims will have a positive educational
effect on Harrisonburg.
"Very few in the region have an indepth knowledge, let alone basic information on Kiam," Mansur said "Greater
involvement of Muslims in the communities can help bridge this Informational
gap and foster better understanding ol
the faith."
This is important, he said, since there are
still Stereotypical and sometimes negative
views about Islam, which onlv worsen with
current political realities.
Due to the teachings ol the Islamic faith,
Askary said their ROOd backgrounds will
contribute to peace m the local community
I heir heliets in staving aw.n from crime,
drugs and alcohol, and the encouragement
of children to pursue their education are a
good sign for the future
"With multiple races and religions, it is a
more beautiful soeietv" Askary said.
Contributing to that lodety are the
Mennomtes. who have worked with Muslims
on various issues and been engaged with
the Muslim community through interfaith
dialogue and geopolitual discussions.
It has been an overall partnership tor
the promotion ol peace," Mansur said
A line from the Koran, that Askan said
can be applied tOdifferent races and religions
in the world today is, "Stand Up for justice,
even it it is againet youncM ■
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SGA: No
bills this
session
SGA, from page 3
All Executive Council members
also gave initial reports for their
respective positions. The 2(Xlt*-'07
I MKUttvt Council members are Eickel
vice president of Academic Affairs l,ee
Brooks (Jr.). vice president of Student
Attain. Aimee Cipiorhio (Sr.) and
executive treasurer Robert Burden (Jr.).
All members were elected last spnng
dunng student body general elections
No bills were introduced dunng
ihis meeting. Once bills are introduced,
in order for the Student senate to be
able to vote and pass bills, quorum has
to be met. Out of a full senate of 107
seats, quorum is met when two-thirds
of all seats are tilled.
Pariiamentanan Robert Roodhouse
(Jr.) emphasized that quorum has to
be met so the whole Senate's view is
accurately represented when passing
and rejecting bills.

CHANGE: 'Not much' LIFE: Hot-button issue
CHANGE, from fnm t
psychology Bud l.evin was teaching
class. He just went on teaching. He
didn't want to give a victor)' to the
terrorist'.
"It wasn't going to hit suburban
Weyers Cave," Levin said. "People
were running around like chickens
with their heads cut off."
Levin sees a problem with way
the media reported the attacks and
other ma|or catastrophes. He says
there's a difference between what
is an actual threat and what is perceived. Perceived threats, I tvfal
said, are those that relate to one's
own anxiety.
'The perceived is what hits the
front page," he said. "The actual
threat is on page six."
Levin said it is possible for
someone to detonate some sort of
dirty bomb in JMU's football stadium, but that the chances of that
happening are almost zero.
For Levin personal Iv, nothing
much has changed. Besides teaching, he's also a reserve ma|or for
the Waynesboro Police Department

and vice president of the FBI's Futures Working group. Professionally things have changed a little for
him.
"I'm on and off airplanes more,"
Levin said. "And my taxes are going up."
Foreign Policy, a magazine published by the Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace, dubbed
Sept. 11, 2001, as The Day Nothing Much Changed." The magazine
cites that the 40-market days after
that day, the Dow Jones Industrial
Average closed above its Sept. 10,
2001, high. The magazine went on
to point out 14 buildings that were
erected, proposed or were under
construction — all of them taller
than the World Trade Center.
Keller remembered being a little
afraid while he was driving from class
to class when he was a graduate student at Ohio State University. After five
years, that fear has subsided, and he's
not about to take any drastic measures
if another terror attack happens.
"I can't afford a bomb shelter,"
Keller said.

LIFE, from front
Center
Director
Shelvy Williams s.tui.
"We had big buses with
computers on them
that we would take to
poultry plants, and wc
worked with Hispanic
workers to Improve
their English."
Williams said ihc
thought the end or tinprogram had to do with
the management of the
plants. "The workers
were still getting paid
while they studied with
us, and I don't think
management was willing to give up the labor time anymore,' she
said.
While Jimenez has
her paperwork filed to
work in the United States
temporarily, the fact that
many illegal aliens live
in Harrisonburg is an is

IUe ( Lti/cns want lO address.
"We re
h.ivini,t
speaker mine the tirst
weekend in October to
pntcnl information on
Illegal and legal immigration,'
llamsonburg

iii\ Councilman >. baric*
Chenailll said. "It's a hotbutton issue tor man} of
our citizen*."
Iimene/ s boss, I isa
Cox, said a lot of immigration laws simply
don't make sens,- to her.
"It vou come trom overseas, its io much easiet
to become a citizen ih*
said, "it's like thej have
more rights than someone from Mexico.
One of Jimenez's
older brothers h.is been
working on his citizenship for two yean now.
and his status is still
pending He married an

American, and he has a
lawyer, but every month
COmf* and goes with no
eiti/enship," she said.
I 0* -"peculated that
the amount of red tape
necessary to gain citizenship is a major factor to
why many choose to remain here illegally. "It's
Hist too long and difficult
of a pro.ess,'' she said.
'It doesn't surprise me
at all they would choose
In st.i\ illegal."
It has been three years
Bine* limenez trekked
to the l ruled States She
gays she is happy here,
but hopes to save up
enough money to return
soon to Mexico. "It's jug)
different here. Different
language, different kinds
of people," she said. "I
want to go home and go
back to school to become
a \eterinanan."

roREion mmws
yprxUHrma m BWs. Volvos /t Select European Autos

Mike& Jon
Sales
540-337-3676
MTuWF 8-5
Saturday 10-4

Dan & Karl
Service
540-337-3686
Monday- Friday
8-5

Japanese Steakhouse & Sushi Bar
Our expert Kyoto chefs prepare
from appetizer to entree, your delicious
dinner at authentic teppan yakl tables.

540.574.4901
Sun-Thurs. 11 am-10pm

108 Kerry Lane • Staunton. VA 24401 •www.foreignaffairs.us

Fri&Sat 11am- 11pm
829 E. Market Street. Harrisonburg, VA

Fixed right the first time - ON TIME

HAVE YOUR SAY
IN THINGS THAT MATTER.

SKYDIVE 0RANGE.COM

JOIN THE BREEZE STATC

APPLY ONLINE AT IOBLINK.IMU.EDU. CALL

540-568-6127 FOR MORE INFORMATION

■icw dc ycu want te be remembered at JA4U?
Judicial Summary: 7/1/2005 - 6/30/2006
On-Campus Summary
Most Frequent Violations by Type

Most Frequent Sanctions by Type

I dilution

Full

Spring

Alcohol
Non-Compliance with an Official
Drugs
Responsibility for Guests
Failure to Comply with a Disciplinary
Disorderly Conduct
Dangerous Practices
Unauthorized Entry
Obscene Conduct
Destruction of Property
Theft
Personal Abuse
Unauthorized Use of University
Violence to Persons
Harassment
Falsification of Official Information
Computer Misuse
Littering
Weapons
Fire Suppression/Detection Equipment
Trespass
Sexual Assault
Smoking

358

294
50
22
22

Proiec tiles
Pets
False Alarm or Fire Drill
Newman Lake
TOTAL

55
35
30
28
15
10
10
10
10

9
8
7
6
5
5
2
2
2
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
•11

31
9
18
1
5
21
10
6
17
5
1
12
4
1
5
7
15
1
4
1
2
1
4

Sanction
Probation
By the Numbers Workshop
Calling Ihe Shots Program
Conditional Sanction
Values Workshop
Civic Learning Program
CIVIC Responsibility
Held in Abeyance
Back on Track Program
Restitution
Meeting
Recommendation
Suspended from University
Judicial Fine
Violation Reduced
Anger Management
Suspended from Housing
Sexual Offenders Program

TOTAL

hall

Spring

463
226
80
34
21
19

377
151
63
51

21
8
10
20
8
13
2
2
7

17

16
13
8

6
5
4
3
3
2
0
0
920

8
4
2
1
1

749

Total
840
377
143
85
42
27
27

36
21
21
8
7

11
11
7
4

1

Tuts, Wed tium-7p»!
Ihun
I0am-7pm
Fri
Ham-Spin
Set
8am-2pm
Appointment) recommended bul ".ilk ins arc more than welcomed

1910 Erickson Ave.
432-6775 or 820-9852

wiev'

Most Frequent Sanctions by Type

I iolation

hall

Spring

Alcohol

253

119

Non-Compliance with an Official
Drugs
Destruction of Property
TOTAL

8
5
1
2«7

2
7
0
128

Specializing in
Haircuts & styles
Foil Highlights

1
1669

Off-Campus Summary
Most Frequent Violations by Type

Katie M. Auville
Stylist

Sanction
Probation
By Ihe Numbers Workshop
Calling the Shots Program

hall
Spring
227
95
71
16

24
10

Conditional Sanction
CIVIC Learning Program

9
7

11
1

Held in Abeyance

6

2

Back on Track Program

4

2

Values Workshop

2

2

Suspended from University

2

2

Recommendation
TOTAL

1

0

34!

149

The Office of Judicial Affairs hopes that your time at JMU Is full of experiences thai you and
those you Care about will want to remember All the choices you make at JMU eounl.
Make choices vou can count on! Know the JMU and Harrisonburg
c ommuniiy standards and represent JMl well by practicing
civil responsibility

Cline Energy
1890 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Phone: 434-7344
Fax:434-3125

EXXON Gasoline priced the same
as unbranded competitors

SPECIALS!
Skoal 6* Copenhagen
Ice Cream Sandwiches
Cigarette Packs (all brands)
One Liter Dasani Water
32 oz Powerade
Pepsi 20oz Sodas (all flavors)

2 for $7.99
3 (or $1.00
SO cents off two
pack purchase
99 cents
99 cents
2 for $2.00

JAC CARDS ACCEPTED AT PORT RD.
& E. MARKET ST. EXXONS!
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SUPER CROSSWORD
ACROSS
I Los-.CA
6 Shakespeare heroine
12 "-Ballou" ('65 him)
15 Bribe

|

t

■

H

20 Drifting
22 "Tarzan" extra
2i Let up
24 Riddle: Part I

*

1

•

1

9

,,

1■

iC"

pT"

IX '01 Audre> Union film
21 He gives a hooi

1

II

H'"

?9 T

14

•i

II

16

f

/:
HK

HID

Foo
Fun
Music

12 143

41

II
II

^■46

4-.

it

■H

V

M

27 Fashion monogram
30 Highest card,

w

31 Japanese cil)

Te~

■

37 Savage
39 Throbbed

u

Si

45 Word with dance or
dunk
46 Conflict site

13

P.H.A.T. Mondays

■

■

K

' ra

^■luu
11M

u

HI07

HllO
116

51 Riddle: Part 2

124

\U

56 Cornfield try

II

IB

IH

n■

57 Turkish title

25 cent Buffalo Wings

^|iov

■'"°

m

HI

47 Generosity

Mwii'.roefciaii«tyf<lt,i

tm

St.

42 Jazzman Dave
44 Compote component

^■U 167

■«

H'*

32 AshbniK>k or Carvcy
33 "Taxi" star

16 1

H

28 Beethoven's birthplace

'IB

Mil

w ,-.

,

■n;

i

■

in

58 Indo-buropean
59 Pro foe

124 Delivery truck

34 "Yeah, sure!"

85 Barrett or Jaffe

60 Cable channel

125 Help

35 Tahoe town

87 Competent

61 "Love Story" author

126 Rococo
127 Dieter's portion

36 Injury aftereffect

88TVV'-thePrc"

17 "White Christmas"

90 Decree

63 Bestow
66"-oftlieNorih"(,22
film)

128 Meadow mama
129 Sneak a peek

composer

"4

i?)

■

1■

1 ' I

91 "- fixe"

38 Fad

92 Nothing, in Navana

I K) Shows (MM*! feelings

39 Movie mutt

93 Colors

131 Author Zola

40 Drain problem
41 Aggravation

94 Neighbor of Pakistan

75 Sheds
76 Cashew kin

100 Chocolate or

69 Botch
71 Ornamental material

DOWN

78 Alpha opposite

1 Player or Pucketl

44 Covenant

79 It multiplies by divid-

2 Leon of "Mister Ed"

47 Panelist Paul

3 Reveal

48 SAT pan

4 Barcelona bravo

49 Wooden shoe

102 It may be grand

K2 Choir member

5 Seafaring storyteller

50 Lucas cntters

103 White wine

84 Tennyson's "fcnoch -"
86 Houston or Huff

6 Pestiferous person

52 Philistine deity

104 "He!1

7 Mistaken

53 Precamhnan -

105 Isolated

89

8 TnNfUN Island'' mono-

54 Auel heroine

106 School grp

53 Lifh wagon

108 Clutter

95 '74 Abba hit

gram
9 One - customer

62 Maestro de Waart

110 Guitarist Duane

97 Moshe of Israel

1(1 Charleson or ('armi

63 Vigoda <»r Fortas

ill Statin

M Witty one

112 SiianstShankar

81 Runner Sebastian

Arbor. Ml

90 Riddle: Part 3

98 Annoy

chMl

World's Best Nachos

113 Hurler Hershiser

100 Part of FBI

12 Cryptanalyst's^otKcrn

67 Coned

114 Unadorned

102 Sapphire surface

13 Impress immensely

68 British big shot

116 Singing syllables

103 Lysander's home

14 KN\ specially

69 Tropical screecher

117 Shrill sound

106 Delifht

l5'78PeaceNobelist

70 Actress Massey

118 High dudgeon

107 Obote's ouster

16 Glass work
17 Piano part

72 Government game
7 3 Out ot control

119 Genetic letter.

109 European capital
IIOJFKabbr

19 Short jacket

74 Pianist Lupu

121 See 80 Down

111 Candid

25 Rhine whine

77 Showy flower

123 "Run to "('61 hit)

112 Burglarize

26 Harden

HO With 121 Down, lamed

115 Answer to riddle

29 Apprehend

122 Where to find a fen-

32 Actress Moore

Giant
83 Vientiane's nation

33 Part of HOMES

H4 Mindful

$4.00

College Ladies' Ni^lit Thursdays
i landmade Angus Burgers
& Homemade Pries or Chips
Super Specials. Come Early and eat, avoid the
power hour lines and dance the night away
with Mix Master Mike on Harrisonhurg's
largest dance floor.

hund

65 Botanist Gray

end,

South Of the Border specials

strawberry

11 Stomi

place to hanSJ

( .1n—*Jk Of Utm •B*»f4m,f)

101 Drink like a dachs-

99 Journalist Jacob

nee

S.O.B. Tuesdays

96 Comic Leon

43 Sita's spouse

ing

Super Specials for Poor, Parched Persons
Monday Night Football In HD

College Football & Live Bands
on Saturdays
Harrisonburg Poker Tour
&Football on Sundays

120Cul-de--

Delivery Now Available
See Menu Online!

ine at litebreeze.or^

*«£&& **• /

mc
UJ

tea•In
9Kj<*Ocfc°be
off
*t

.*.-=£•

will YOU
be joining
e FUN?

3E53S

S«N(Jl!JSE|

I Jiu 'i Brian Goodman
breezeopuuon <« hi it/nail t om

(540)368-3946
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Breeze Perspectives

Putting
parking
in plain
view

House Editorial

Wal-Mart commits fashion faux pas
Retail giant brings high fashion to the masses — but at what cost?
Most ol us, whether we w ill
admit it or not, have a special
place in our hearts and our
closets tor our "i luh outfit," a
combination ot often expensive
clothes that we would never
think to go clubbing without.
I he sfvles represented in our
outfits are based on the big
design trends loming out ol the
fashion Mecca ol New York—if
thev're not thecxtravagantlv
expensive New >ork-haseil
designer brand itsell
But now New York, gearing
up for the all-important Ohm
pus Paahtofl Week, has been
quietly nuked h\ a prolelahat
revolution. Despite little industry bu*7, perhaps the most important runwaj show tins ytu
t(Hik place on a limes Square
PDOltop last wirk I he show premiered a new. groundbreaking
design house — Wal-Mart.
Ihat's right lollowingthe
lead of I l&M and other luropean
tashion ih.nns. UalMart has
brought designer fashion to the
little people I he most expensive
item shown on the runwax was a
leatherlacket, whuh will n-tail lor
S98.M; for $w.**4, you hkelv could
not bu\ a pair ol aocfca and a pack
of gum at BergdorHHM»dnian's.
"Hashion is not |usl for a
i noaen fevt who have front-raw
seats m some elite tent somewhere," Wal-Mart senior \ Ice
president Karen Studur) laid in
a New IMI rbnoarttde v\hat
we believe is thai we have millions in our stores even ^,n that
have been underserved."

Time to count our
vehicular blessings
•> CRAK. FlNkFIMFIN
lontributing writer
It's the same old complaint every
year, just from a diffea-nt student; in
(act it's almost a requirement that
there must be some article in Tlie
Breeze detailing the futility of the parking situation or some student writing
in to gro.ui about not being able to
IIIHI ■ spot on campus. Well, let it be
known that despite how emotionally
distraught the parking situation on
uimpus must make manv of vou, if
people were only to sit back and put
il Into perspective, uVy would realize that parking on campus is not that
bad and actually LS the best that we
amid hope for.
hirst, k-t's imagine that there were
nt parking permits and that parking
on campus was completely free and
open h) anyone. That concept in and
ol itself, would be chaotic If you think
it's difficult to find a spot now when
there is a system, there would be absolutely no hope of ever being able to
park without the system.
For instance, in my apartment
amplex, the week before school when
their was no towing and parking passes werv not enforced, nearly every spot
was filled, making it impossible for us
resident?, that live and pay rent there
to find a spot Now that towing is enforced, I never have a problem finding
a place to parkNext let's examine the issue of the
cost of a parking permit to park on
iampus Student commuter parking
permits COM around $172 this year to
park on campus all year in commuterdesignated lots. K you think this is too
much to pay, consider that this averages out to about $0.50 per day to park
Knxr car on campus Soil think it's I
T I hoi try going to the University
of Delaware, a public university just

Four years of tlie parking situation on campus is a vacation compared to lolwt it is like
in the real world.
like |\U , w Ik-re students are charged
anywhere fnim $225 to WW a year to
park, depending on whether or not
you an? a commuter or a rvsident.
Four years of the parking situation
on campus is | vacation o-mpared to
what it is like in the n-al world. lake
Washington. DJC. fttrexampk WMM
I commuted to and tnm nu posh
Northern Virginian estate every summer. Adding up the $.175 a dav to park
at the Metro, plus the U2U each NH to
nde tlk- .Ktual Metro, and I was literall) pn ing $10 a day to get to work.
Onh tlk- higfvr ups' in the business
received the ability to park at the crffice
building, while the rest of the thousands ot workers did what nearly even other person does to git to the district: they found alternate routes c<her
than their private vehicle
And ih.it is a method thai should
be employed mom hen-at (ML if students an1 going to tonhnue to whine
about parking Ltili/e the ama/ing
public transportation svstcm that
Harnsonburg has to otler. or you
CM .boose to walk, nde vour bike or

carpool You may eventually have to
Undertake these methods later in the
n-al world so vou might as well start
practicing now It vouaivancnviian*
mentalist. VOU can M great ahinit
an mg the environment bv reducing
exceea pollution fn»m your cat Additionally, instead of having to pay
$2-plus ti ir | gallon . >t gas to run your
Cat yOU can instead use that mone\
tor mom important things — like a
$"v plus (rappuenno at Starbui ks n
erv morning
I hose i>t us who have cars and
can dnve to campus every morning
should Ik- grateful, heiause there annum students injt then- who an-n't
as fortunate to luive tars, yet tltcv
aomehow find i way to dan even
dav I In- parking s\ stem is the wa\ it
is and in* lead <»t attempting to abuse
it and make it even worse, we should
instead make the best of it and quit
lav mv, OH- blank' on a higher authoritv t* >r sttmething as trivial as finding
i parking apol
t nafj I I'iki-hti'in u a annar fitternoiionoJ taJUn mmjm

Bcnveen the Lines

Savavjf farts 6> Put's online at thehiee/ivor^ or e-mail submissions to

breezedpfhoimail.com.

Fear is on the agenda

DHrtl & ANffant submitted anonymously and
are printed on a space-mwIaNe basis. Submissions aie based iifk>n one person s opinion of a gum situation, person or event,
and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

As if election-year politics weren't scary before
iv PATRICK CALLAHAN
senior writer
Be afraid; be very afraid
— at least that's what many
of our leaders in Congress
would have VIHI believeYes, my fnends, election
year is in hill swing and
congressmen and women
on both sides ot the isle are
putting out every imaginable tnck in their politu al
spin bags No matter which
side picks up the most seats
and regardless ot who contmls the I louse or the Senate
in (anuary — the real k>sers
in thisoh-so-exciting
election season will
unfortunately be the
voters —and for that
matter, the non-voters As bas happened
far loo manv times in
our nation's lengthv
fMCtt MI history, matters o(
the utmi»s| importance arv
taking seats in the bleachers
whilelhenolitK.il pla\ers
RXUBOn the''meat and potato's, it you will, ol their
campaigns. Party Bpokaapl I
sons, si-nators, repn-sentaDVasand their n-spective
staffs will all I*' focusing on
the issues that will PORN)
them in the best light. At the
same time, they'll be baiting

voters with the issues that
political polling and campaign experts have assured
them will be the turning
point in the race to court the
"in-between" voters.
The political pundit [on
Stewart in doing what he
does best, casually called out
our tearless leader in classic
style by broadcasting to a national audience a quote that
might not have otherwise
gained the media attention it
deserved. In a White House
press conference televised on
CNN and CSPAN, President
Bush was asked by a report-

er biological arsenal with
which to combat the United
States indirectly through
global terronst networks
wv n known tor yean non
that then- was nodiseoverv
of any weapons of mass
destruction and now we
hear straight from the st iu nv
thai our government knew
then.' wen* no ties betu een
Iraq and al-Qaeda — yet
continued to mislead us in
that direction anyway
The wheels of tlie spn
machines an1 just beginning
to turn in an effort to make
upfornearh tfxytafBol
misguided polities

Be prepared to feel tlie brunt JSSJShJ.'Sih.
of a massive scare campaign ««« m.« ,L-,,<",\
in tlie coming weeks.
«***<>*<,*. g.
er what exactly Iraq had to
do with the attacks on Sept.
ll.Tothishen-spondcsJ. and
I quote, "Nothing " A small
sound bite for all intents and
purposes, but nonetheless it
is a comment worth drawing
attention to. Ihe very crux
of the argument behind our
invasion of Iraq was that its
leaders had been collaborabng with al-Qaeda and
set-king to develop a nuclear

At a certain level, this is a
w ehome change. With WalMart s ever-expanding coverage area, there are innumerable
pMOn In the United States alone
that have convenient access to
"high fashion," for perhaps the
hrst time, to the rest of us.
But, as most developments
coming from the "rollback"
smiley-face people, this move
into designer fashion is a sign of
a disturbing trend.
I or all the "Devil Wears
Pfada* exiesses, the fashion
induatf) ll one of the few left
in Amenca not dominated by
mega-corporations. It has been
demonstrated time and again
what happens when Wal-Mart
moves Into! get (graphic area and
drives the mom-and-pop places
out ol bualnem Now. even the
mom-and-pop luxury industries
an In the croaahaus. if thesblettoheeled ivory tower of higher fashion is not sate Irom Wal-Mart's
pervasive fingers, there is likely
no protected Knduanr) left.
The very thought of WalMart selling Fashion Week
clothes would have been outlandish enough I lew weeks ago
that it could have been jokinglv
viewed as a sign of the end of the
world NoWj as we wait for the
fall fashions to be mlled out (and
then promptly "rolled back"), it
is not so funny. So run on down
to \ our local Wal-Mart, pick up
some Spam and an ovenused
belt, go home and hide under the
COVen - the big bad corporation
may be coming for you next.

prepared to feel the
brunt of a massive
scare campaign in the coming

arena Manama of < onoaai
on the polltn al hot seat this
BaKfion vear will stop at
nothing to scare tlie puhlii
inti> a semi-comatose state ol
utter impressionability. The
talk will shift to the global
effort to i onihat terrorism
and Ir.hj ss. ill be pushed to
the side because it isn't an admirabk- issue on which t« ■ get
re-elected. TheIcttnistscandals poisoning both houses of
v ongnss lor so long w ill be
at k-ast temporanh forgotten
Ihe attempt b\ PtmOQatl
to raise the minimum wage
for tin- tirst time in nine years
vMll,ilsoln-put(»ither«ck
burner FW'k'msionlnmting
our senior citi/ens in their effort to gain Medicare benafito
will be sidelined once again.
and immigration reform will
prove to he an issue toninmt
ed b\ a new Congress
Phe Ami-man jxihlu s
i nsistciH t > ti igni >nng the
issues of tnie important e
while snaking up the political spn of the various» am
paign machines has proven
to be the mc»sl detnmental
attnlmteoi our system In tlie
p.ist I would argue that our
leaders are ix >t to h la me so
mui"h as w e < mrseh Bl anIhesvstem iln-s not manipulate the minds and VotBl
of its t oustituents unless
thev allow themsehes lobe
manipulated — apre\ai1inj'
trend we're sun'lose.-.n'.im
thisekxtion season
Patrkk (iaflaawi hi •>
iwuoi fdiitcti teknet mtfo$

A "your-meal-plan-doesn't-pay-my-rent" dart
to the big group of freshmen I waited on at a classy
downtown restaurant.
From a financially challenged grad student who wants
you to remember re tip youi MPtt when you i-enture off
campus to eat dinner

An "it-happens" pat to mv niu nibiology lab partner
tor extracting dog feces for our semester king project.
from a fellow lab partner who appreciates your brairry and
' vour initial disgust

A "keep-it-in-your-pants" dart to the hypereexual
COUpIc swapping spit every morning on the buj
/ rom <* tmgmki tophomort who An P/M before lunchUn a%na«n aanal

A "wav ti^go-aUKe-and bevond-the-iall-ol-dutv"
pal ti I the Parking Serv i, es attendant who always directs
me loemptv apacnj
/ rom a lim tunafiMnad wwot whomMtv Un Ote closest
thing to nan* anting ttataunprn isgotn$ to get

A "pul-your-ddrts-and-pats-where-yourriK .uth-is" d.irt to everyone at JMU for slacking
on yiHir responsibility in this beloved, submission-based section ot The Breeze.
From a frustrated opinion editor tWw, due to
natural km beyond htf control, cannot print what
he doe* not have.

You want Darts and Pats?
Submit Darts and Pats!
'

*■
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Letters to the Editor
Webb's Harrisonburg visit disappoints

Allen deserves more than ad homincm response

As a politically interested student, I enjoy
attending events neld by both Democrats and Republicans I have my bias and it always leans to the
conservative side, but I respect both sides enough
to hear everyone out. However, after attending the
Webb event this past Saturday at Jess' Lunch, 1 was
left with a sense that he is an unprepared candidate.
A potential candidate should have poise, command a sense that the future is full of great prospects,
and always be an enthusiastic speaker. Webb looked
like he felt nervous; he implied a Weak future when?
even if he were elected, he wouldn't be able to affect
change, and the speech was less than uplifting.
I was particularly displeased by his weak positions on the War i»n Terror. Belief there will ever
be unity in the debate on how and where to fight
the War on Terror is not a plan, it is pure lunacy.
Webb's further blunder of speaking on solving social ills using government power without
discussing how he could fund these new government programs shows me he is an unprepared
candidate. I was left thoroughly unimpressed.
Sen. Allen is still my choice to continue represenbng Virginia. His common-sense [elfersoman
virtues speak well to the community values that
personify Virginia for me.

In Leela Pennra's recent Httde Ngvding Stft
George Allen, she compared Allen with sonn-ni thia
summer's more notewortln media starlets su» h as
French soccer player/inetlme/id.inc In am » a~i
the irony of Pereira's ad hominem att.uk on Allen
while condemning him for namecalttnfl .ipp.irrniK
escapes the author This is SHWdlU) surprising,
since as a senior history rn.i|or, she should have Invn
taught in HIST 39? about common MBinwnl lallacies, including ad hominem att.n kIn regards to Pereira's hn*id init-rprvt.ition iboul
Allen's immigration comments; she should he \ ery
familiar with immigration issues. Ivingol Indian
descent and a histon major Alter all, throughout In
dia's history, the sub-continent hsj JuWlwJ multiple
migrabonsot peoplefnmHenir.il AM.I. tin- Vliddle
East and Europe. I httt migration im Bflkma I fan
bmught great suftenng to the Indian peopk1 and
always marked the beginning t)f new and important
chapters of Indian history. I bus, modern Amen* .in
concerns over immigrations have some legilim.u \
— sentiments Pereira should be able to identify with
Themost galling aspect of Pereira's article is
when she aimpares Allen to a child ptm ing in a
sandbox. To accuse a I S MMflOl .1 BOvcmment offiaal elected bv mvcolltottve will of the
commonwealth — of childlike behavior shows B
distressing contempt for the honor of tht office of
Congress. This goes not |ust for Allen, but .llso tor

larrett Ray
junior political science and philosophy major

all US. representatives. If Amencans stop respectIngour elected official* (hay really will become no
Ivlter man the media starlets whom Pereira finds so
ahhorrent to her adult-in-training sensibilities
Michael Yarborough
junior history and philosophy major
Confederate flag not a symbol of hate
In Ms Pennra's article from the Sept. II issue of 7V
Breeze, tin- ass. idaMcn nude betw een the Confederate
Kittle flap aixl r.xism demonstrates a disappointing
disregard lor American history. Ihe Ctvifederate battle
flag tea symbol ol pn>ud Southern hentage stemming
from the South'* tradition of military chivalry and
honor. Ihe Civil War was fought over secession, not
Bin m Know mg that mint Southerner* were too poor
to .ittonl davaa, I umtused Union soldier once asked
aiaptimdC onleoVr.ite why he was lighting His
response u as btvaus*'you're here." Ihe Confederate
battle flag did not become a symbol of the Ku Klux
Klan until the l^SV I he t rinsban cross, however,
wa- .Klopt.-d In the KKk long before1. Just last week.
Hie nim^m /mils reported a KKK gathenng in
IVniisvKania (a Northern state, to the layman) was
protested by a group of Confederate descendants
dtin.iixling the mnovaflof the flag. In the House of
Repnatantath ta, 961 kvnotMj voted against the Civil
Rights Ad i>f PM. oompand to only 34 Republicans.

Instead of trying to smear Republican Sen. Allen as
"mast" and "intolerant," maybe the opposing parties
should actually come up with a better solution to the
millions of illegal immigrants who enter our country
each year. In the words of I nornas Sowell, "The beauty
of doing nothing is that you can do it perfectly. Onlv
when you do something is it almost impossible to do it
without mistakes Therefore, peopk' who are contributing nothing to society except their constant uMluWlM
can feel bom intellectually and morally superior."
Nathaniel Clarkson and Anderson Braswell
senior economics/geography and .mounting majors
Editorial Policies
Responses to all articles and opinions published in
Tlte Breeze are welcomed and encouraged. I .etters
should be no longer than 250 w ords, must include a
phone number for venficabon and can be e-mailed to
opmnm&'tltebreeze cry or mailed to MSC 6805 C1, Anthony-Seeger Hall. Harrisonburg, VA 228117 77* Breeze
reserves the right to edit all submissions for length
and grammatical style.
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial board as a whole, and is not necessarily the opinion of any indiriudal staff member of The Breeze.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect
the opinion of the newspaper, this staff or fames
Madison University.

I work for you.
-Ad
For more information about advertising in The Breeze call 568-6127 or email the_breeze@jmu.edu
Call and Ask For
Student Spot i<il
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tYv° J^
540 4320200
1762 South Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

XL Cheese Pizza
$5.99
ingle Topping Pizza
$6.99
2 Topping Pizza

5

^Dinner-TO'G®

Delivery from 17 RESTAURANTS
to your home or dorm - 7 days a week!
%

$7.99

(pick up only)

*
»

A&>

Lunch Special
$5.25

We
Deliver!
$7.50 minimum

Dinner Special

Ilex Ao opted

Over 20 Items!

$6.99

*
VISA

•
•
■
•
•
•
•

P

?

NOW HIRING!'

Burgers
Seafood
Asian Cuisine
Steaks
Deli Sandwiches
Desserts
Pizza

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pasta
Bagels & Muffins
Vegetarian Dishes
Thai Cuisine
Rotisserie Chicken
Italian Cuisine
Family- Style Food

438-9993
www.di nnertogova.com

_

HATE p*rms RIDICULOUS PRICK K>» w* TKTBOOKSW
THSN I-OU SHOULD HATE pxrmc HIGH PRICES FOR /OUR
PRINTER'S INK!"

Wolfe SI

^
00'y|t«0

flwww.Bestlnk Store.com
besllnlo best quality best customer tttwr

56 E. Wolfe St.
Beside Kline's

"- CO

£|

SAVE UP TO 80% ON YOUR PRINTER'S INK

Z 5

HP
EPSON
CANON
LEXMARK

©

JMU
free shipping!
no sales taxi

Get your club card and buy 5 combo meals
to get a free Smokin' Pig T-shirt

moiEcr IHE ENVMONICNT - use coNwau i ««A«UFACTU«D IMS
tnlng compjtib* MMfcN reducw land mw bf *>.«» Ions A VEM
todutmhu tfwo 1/2 V* <W Ourrnq prafoeffon

H&LE
in the

K
API AN I (OMISSIONS
<"'»",*"i>
unriniy

MCAT classes
starting soon!
SUNDAY CLASSES START
OCTOBER 14,2006
FOR THE APRIL EXAM
AT JMU
Cill or visit us online today 10 enroll!

•HtKMn

1-800-KAP-TEST | kiptest.com/mcit

JTZHlJ^

Wall

30 S. Main St.
NcMt To Jess' Quick Lunch

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 18-6

RON JEREMY DVD'S AND NOVELTIES AVAILABLE
BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS
Tapestries
Reg. $24.99

Beaded Door Curtains
Reg. $24.99

SALE! $14.95

SALE! $14.95

SELECT DVDS

*9 "

or $14.95
Bu) ; .in,l mi tin. ml free

Adult DVDs, Magazines and Novelties
Massage Oils, Lubricants. Incense, Tapestries
Body Jewelry
Salvia
Posters

Mm Kcll) Fisher
Editor: Jill Yawurski
rVrr:i'</m(a Hotmail rorn
f.1«)i SfVM/5/
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fcl CD Review

Mayer matures
with new disc
'Continuum' reflects Mayer's
growth in latest blues album
n Jiss NOVAK
contributing writert
Iwseems to be a trend in popular music recently to flash back
lit the nostalgic, older styles of music, as heard in the release of
I "hnstma Aguilera's latest album Back to Basics, and now in John
Mayer's Toesday release of Continuum. However, both seem to
have proved certain styles can be better the second time around.
Mayer's growth and maturity are apparent in his intelligent
thoughtful and honest lyrics, and his musical versatility is proved in this bluesContinuum drenched album. While his past albums left
audiences humming and dancing to catchy,
more pop-style tunes and girls swooning,
John Mayer
Continuum will leave fans contemplating
Released Sept. 12
hit lyrical messages and possibly even companng Mayer to several of the most legendary blues musicians of the past century.
The entire album reeks of emotionally charged blues nffs and
vocals and is saturated with lyncs working like a diary of Mayer's
past two years, revealing his thoughts on everything from world
wars tc> his own personal stale of repair.
While certain themes re-emerge, such as heartache and the familiar claims of being "so damn much more," Mayer also incorporates tlkr broader picture into insightful songs like "Waiting on the
World to Change" which has potential to become the theme song
irf an entire generation. Like Mayer sings, "One day our generation is gonna rule the population, so we keep on waiting, waiting
for the world to change."
Mayer also takes a giant step in testing more political and social waters in songs like "Belief," where he questions fighting in
the name of pure conviction.
"Belief is a beautiful armor and makes for the heaviest sword,"
••ings Mayer. "Like punching underwater, you never can hit who
vuu're trying for"
Perhaps the most groundbreaking tracks on the album, however, are those near the conclusion. "Bold as Love" is a brilliant
cryptic piece with the most upbeat electric guitar solos of the album, and lyncs that prove Mayer is more than a musician, but
aho a genuine American poet, something like a less-psychedelic
Ittn Morrison.
Yet, it was the final track, "I'm Gonna Find Another You," that
brought images of a smoky old-style jazz club and artists like Ella
Fit/gerald, Etta James, BiNie Holiday and Ray Charles to mind
l"he simple, sad, painfully expressive lyrics and matching cry of
the guitar end the bluesy Continuum perfectly.
Mayer has truly grown since his last release and is beginning
to emerge as a potential Eric Clapton in the making. With a relaxed, bluesv feel and lyrics worth listening to, it will be interesting to see if Mayer will, in fact survive his crittCi >»nd the test o4
lime as he sings in 'Vultures": "Power is made, by power being
taken. So I keep on running to protect my situation." Keep run-

****

ning, [ohn. We'll keep listening

DVD Review
^

'Grey's' DVD
full of features

f^s Art Review

Still a blast

Graphic design artist Chwast turns complex issues into creative artwork
BY WILL FAWLEY

contributing writer

When I walked into the Sawhill Gallery to
check out the Seymour Chwast exhibit, Still
A Blast, I didn't know what to expect. I was
greeted by what seemed to be friendly, colorful cartoons. At first glance, graphic design
artist Seymour Chwast's simplistic lines
and bold colors seem like a blast from the
past. The icon of illustration and design's
most common subject matter is that of daily
objects, such as combs, toothbrushes and
hats. Cartoon facts smile out from magazine covers, advertisements and paintings
that the artist has designed over the course
of his career.
The mundane quality of a good deal of
Chwast's subject matter is another aspect
of his art that leads you to dismiss it as being overly simplistic. The artist comments
on his choice of subject matter in an excerpt
from The Nose magazine No. 7, "Enough with the
presidents, movie stars and medical discoveries,
it's time for stamps that commemorate those unsung heroic aspects of our daily lives. And it's a
bargain at any price." He applies this philosophy
to his art.
Upon closer inspection, it is obvious that these
cartoons are actually simplistic representations of
complex ideas and serious issues. There is also a
uirky humor to be found in many of these images.
Vn example of this is a picture that, from across the
gallery, looks like an innocent picture of Uncle Sam.
Up close it becomes apparent that a war scene is
being acted out in his mouth. Planes fly overhead, bombing the unsuspecting houses be'ow. However, the title of this work is the
punch line. The plaque beside the picture reads: End Bad Breath.
This is not exactly the kind of art that
you want to hang
on your living room
wall. Nor is it the kind Still A Blast
of art that inspires Sawhill Gallery
you with its beauty, or Exhibit until Oct. 21
makes you
vou feel
reel good.
rood.
KYI*.(X»l.hMAN iiagphnmtraflirr
This is the kind of art
that challenges you to look beyond the
surface and explore the context and connotations associated with the objects and images presented in
each composition. Chwast's designs are much more complicated than the easy lines and bold colors he
uses in his artwork.
"I was one of the lucky ones. My first job, just weeks after I graduated from Cooper Union in New
York in 1951, was as junior designer in the bromotion department of the New York Times," Chwast
said in the introduction of his book, "The Push Pin Graphic: A Quarter Century of Innovative Design and Illustration."
Tush Pin Studios was a group of graphic design artists, including Seymour Chwast, who

End Bad Breat

see CHWAST. page 9

FaU into the Valley

The second season of the hit
show doesn't fail to entertain

Summer may be coming to an end, but fall has great activities to partake in

■i LISA Rosin
nte/avttrr

contributing writer

No movie released on DVD this week could match the aweHMflNi <»t the television phenomenon known as "Grey's Anatomy." And with th«' second season now available on a six-disc
set fur viewing at m) time, procrastination throughout residence
hatts and apartments is a guarantee.
"I he DVD features over five hours of "extras," including extended versions of four episodes
"The Doctors Are In" is a 13-minute question-and-answer session with stars Kate Walsh (who plays Addison Shepherd), Justin ( lumbers (who plays Alex Karev), Jim Pickens (who plays
Dr. Webber), and T.R Knight (who plays
George O'Malley). Some questions sent in
C «rr\ >
kv 'ans are Su'*p good, and it is interesting
to hear the answers, but some (for example. "How do they make the blood look so
real?") are exhausting to sit through.
"The Softer Side of Dr. Bailey" spends
5«lson2
seven minutes looking at the snow's
Meased Sept 12
tough resident and her real-life counter_ part, Chandra Wilson. Pickens lovingly
describes her as a "breath of fresh air,"
and an emotional clip from the episode
where Bailej gives birth toa baby boy shows why she's one of
thr show \ most loved chara< ten
"< nating Pink Mist" is | hve-minute look at the most talkedaboot episode ot the season' the Super Bowl episode. It shows,
with vtry interesting detail down to the storyboards, how the climatii explosion was produced
Pickens hosts an eight-minute tour of the ihOM 'l manv sets in
vet another featurette Facts flash at the bottom of the screen with
interesting details about many of the rooms.
Iwelve deleted scenes are included on the DVD. The worthwhile ones include Mark ("Dr. McSteamy") apologizing to Dr.
"Mel inarm" (aka Dr. [>erek Shepherd) for having an affair with
Addison, ,md the interns explaining a patient's spontaneous sexual amusal episodes to her lather
I hr most worthless and pointless teaturette is "'Grey's Anatotrn on limmy Kimmel Live," a stupid, humorless special that
tmly feature three of the stars, with a gag in the middle that isn't
even remote!) funm becaUM it's such a serious subject I his is the
unr "extra" worth skipping.
I he lfXOnd season prows that ' Cress Anatomv" is one of
the most intensely amazing shows on television todav. With
eadl hour, you'll And jrounwll on an emotional rollercoaster
that provides .in adrenaline rush that no other hour on the
small s( reen > an provide.

Anatomy
****

■Y Klin McCORMICK

The temperature is getting coulee and before you know it the leaves will be changing
colon and falling off the trees. Maybe you're
starting to tire of the apartment party scene
weekend after weekend and looking for a
way to switch up your Thursday-through Sunday routine Well, fall in the Shenandoah
Valley offers the perfect opportunity to partake in some different activities.
Massanutten Mountain is about a 35rrunute drive from Harnsonburg, and thev
boast a list of 125 plus things to do.
Go on a leisurely horseback nde through
the mountain trails. Woodstone Meadows
Stables is open seven days a week, weather
permitting, and accommodates both novice and advanced riders. According to the
stable's voice mail Woodstone offers rides at
9-JOam, II a.m» 1 p.m. and 2p.m. daily The
cost is $32 per person and reservations must
be made one to two days in advance with a
major credit card, and then paid for with cash
uponarnval. ( < -ntart the stables at 2K1** IS2
Not a fan of large animals? Then Mams
nutten's fall foliage festival. Autumn Peak.
may be for you. According to mossmort.com,
you can take a chairiift ride to the Peak of
Massanutten
Mountain
and see the Val-

liance of fall. This year, Autumn Peak takes
place October 14 from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
The festival is only $10 per carload, so gather a few friends and split the cost.
"This year Autumn Peak is being
Snsore.1 by Coon*, Shenandoah Valley
rvy Dealers, Massanutten and VerStandig Broadcasting," said Susanne Myers, the general manager of VerStanding
Broadcasting. "We're very proud of this
event. This is the 14th annual." According
to Myers, it's a wonderful family event,
with beer, wine, children's activities and
crafters. All of the proceeds go to the Harrisonburg Rockingham Fire and Rescue
Unit.
At Autumn Peak you can also listen to
live music by Everyday People and Mia
Jones and the No Luv Band, participate in
arts and crafts and taste delicious food. Foror the 21-and-over crowd, some fine VirSnui wine. For more information, contact
e concierge desk at Massanutten Resort at
289-9441 ext 65033.
There are also a vanety of craft classes
offered at Massanutten. Some of the more
unique classes offered an* candle making,
glass etching and a class on how to draw
caricatures.
For those not willing to let go of summer just yet check out Massanutten's indoor

Eark. Regular general admission is $38,
ut take advantage of the twilight discount
beginning at 5 p.m and get in for $28.
Get a group together and venture up
to Big Meadows Campground. Located on
Skyline Drive in the Shenandoah National
Park, Big Meadows offers the opportunity
to expenence the wildlife. Deer sightings
are almost always guaranteed, and the "Beware of Bears" signs posted throughout the
campsites serve as a constant reminder that
you are, in fact in the wilderness.
Senior Meghan McCaulev ventured
out there last fall. "I went camping at Big
Meadows with a group of my f nends," she
said. "It was a good way to get away from
the hectic schedule of classes and allowed
me to spend some quality time with my
friends in a more personal setting."
Weekends at Big Meadows tend to be
crowded, so reservations are necessary. A
campsite costs $19 per night and you need
to supply your own tents and sleeping bags,
both which can be rented from UREC with
a deposit on your FLEX account. Restnioms
with running water air located throughout
the campground, a comforting thought to
the hesitant camper. Reservations can be
made online at rrsenwfioriv/ips .$ov or by
calling the Park Service at I -800365-CAMP.
This upcoming fall, take advantage of
everything the Shenandoah has to offer.

JUANMAU i *,
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CHWAST: Artist displays unique graphic
design talent in Sawhill Gallery exhibition!
issues Dt the publication were printed between
1957 and 198ft And in 1976, Chwaal became
the magazine's arl director.
I he artist's works range (mm paintings and

collaborated t<> create -i collection »»i freelance
design (or mailing. In 1957, Push Pin Studios
created the Monthly Craphu, ,i magaclne to
publish the works *'i freelance design artiata
on a regular basis. The publication later came

magazines to children's books ind woodprints.
"The Hat" is a book composed ot one long piece
of paper folded like an accordion. It is a timeline ot hats ranging from 20(H) B.C. to 2000 A.D.

to be know n aa I'ush Pin Graphic, to tun her asBodate itself with Push Pin Studios Bight) six

Each page is a woodprint of a man or woman
from a particular era, wearing a hat characteristu to that time period. The first print is of a
man wearing an ancient headdress, and the last
is i man wearing a baseball cap, talking OH I
cell phone
i he pie. e as, i whole Is not as much about what
the people are wearing on their heads, but what is

CollegeBedLofts.com

Tuos & Thurs 9am- 7pm
Wed A Fri 9am-5pm
Sal 9am-2pm

professional hair design

380 E Market St

540-434-8188
www.thestudiohairsalon.com

HAIR CARE SERVICES • SKIN CARE SERVICES • NAIL CARE SERVICES
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Q&allwom Wanting?
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In Celebration oi National Ballroom Dance Week, the
Sluiuiuloali Valli \ Chapter (if USA Dance, Inc. and Karen
Celloway ol Dancing With Karen invite vou to join us in the
celebration In learning Ballroom dance!
On -Won, September, 18 - Wed, September 20, there \\ ill U
FREE Ballroom dance lessons held each night starting at 6:10
at Dance & Co, 77 E. Market St. in Ilarrisonhurg.

... a NEW CHURCH worshipping at
Mountain View Elementary School on Route 33 West

C

(2.5 miles west of Court Square)
lVl

i

Casual

Aveda, Redken, Dertnalogica Products

HARRIS0NBURG

Interested in

Fai+k

Duke 107 with s reception afterwards

tut uith* tiuijftr < HtvrcMt ky 7ki Brttz*

Need More Space? &A'/c
LOFT BEDS
BUNK BEDS
HIGH RISE BEDS

going on inside their heads.
Check the exhibit out tor yourself M
through Friday from noon to "> p in. or on Sty
lirda) and Sunday from 2 p in to 5 p.m. It Will
be on displa) In the Sawhill Gallery, located in
Duke Hall, from SeM ll to Oct. 21 Also, the
artist will present a lecture Sept |0 .it 7 p m |n

Caring

—

Waffle Cones .55 Extra
58 E. Wolfe St. & 2*25 S. Main St.. Harrisonburg

Join us tor our dances held ion

f
/.
^\ >at. September 16th and Sat.
Sal
j s*»S^ ' September23rdtopractio
what you've learned! Both
dance's include a beginner leaaon

Contemporary

at 7:1 5pm and the dan. ea start

at Bpnt,
Cost lor the dances lor students
is SS with photo id

v\

www.faith-communitv-church.com

1

Downtown
540-434-6980

i

^
Sunday Worship
(10:0*0-11:10)

South
Main St.
540-43*4014

Visit
^^\wvwv. vallcydantenews.net
\
for more' information.

BRAND FO

; Coconut
■

Oieme

Roapbewity

YOUR Ll

MEW AT ^

M»"Pl|A

Open

434-0601

.aaaf^f hrs/day
Late Nights
Late Mornings

Satisfy your hue night muncMes!

J-4%J Discount with
College IDs

Serve breakfast anytime.
Cireat atmosphere.

Burger, Fries & Drink

30 Second! lo
Mao
A Btttll hi i I

Undaroath
Oefme The Erul line

Bfeaking Beniamm
Phobia

Bayonet
Belay

OTHER HOT SELLERS: THOM VORKE. CROSSFADE, BOR DYLAN.
OUTKAST. LAMB OF GOD. THE ROOTS. PETE TORN. METHOD MAN.
AUDIOSLAVE, YUNG JOC. G. LOVE. KEANS AND MORE.
\WK ACCEPT THK
NEW i USED CDs • DVDs ■ games • NOVELTIES • VINTL • books
JACCARD!
I VIDEOS • INDIES i imports • HARD-TO-FIND MUSIC • open 7 dap!

SELL US YOUR OLD MUSIC AND MOVIES!
434-9999
TTH HI WHET SHUT
MlratwSlMHWaiCtMtrl
•hi STMIX IN CMMOtT t SVIIil
■ nCaWMND r ••'

What A Record
Store Should Be!
WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

Virginia Capital Semester

Jin

Make the most of your spring semester!
Experience all the drama of Virginia politics in the capital city during the excitement ol a
legislative session while continuing your studies on a full-time basis through course work
taken at Virginia Commonwealth University — and earn a $1,000 internship stipend
The application deadline for Virginia Capital Semester is Oct. 1,2006. Visit www.vcu
.edu/capitalsomester for more information and an application
«#»M
•flf«*io<«>A*«ya*>iMMacao«i*iv*rM) anangi

U

^■F^BF

Editor JohnOallc
hililor Kn.ui Hanscn

brteztsportsQkotonaili >»>i
1540) 568-6709
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Lowry returns from ACL tear
Senior provides a
threat after offseason injury to knee
M

MAIIHUV

toot got Muck In the ground," the |umor
from Butler Pa . said
'And as I was
turning, it popped.
"Everyone on the held heard it."
If w as the anterior crucial ligament
in her left knee. And it meant that 49
MCOndl ol one game meant six to nine
months of rehab.

SlOss

semot writa

She

wasn't

alone, either. In the
I he game had barely started and Annie Lowry found herself somewhere the
didn't want to be.
I he |\IL midhelder was on the
e,round in front of the goal |ust 49 seconds into last year's Colonial Athletic
Association Bemlfinal tournament game
against Virginia Commonwealth Uni-

jverslty.
LOWT) WM Cutting to the net when
.she was tackled from behind.
i
"I got tackled from the back and my
t

last two years, the
JML women's so.

,'„

tact infunes. What causes (he ACL,
which is located inside the knee between the femur and the tibia, to rip,

soccer and basketball, |ACL tears]
are too common an occurrence," JMU

is the sudden deceleration ol when
An athlete changes direction at a
high speed, s,nd lorn Kuster, director
IML \ sports medicine department

women's soccer coach Dave Lombardo
said " I hankfully, with all the rehab and
(raining, they come back as good as they
were before, and some come back even
better than they were."
It's not easv, though, For LowiY it
included 6:45 a.m. rehab sessions In the
L'REC pool before class on Mondays,

cer team has seen
six lorn ACLs — the
most recent being
I OW n'%,
senior
Kara Dunston s and
freshman Mien Re*

""'■", -

males joined the club four times, tearing
her ACL twice in both knees
"You hate to lay it, but in women's

Wednesdays and Fndavs last semester.
I hat included all sorts of sprints, jumps

Lowry

I |ust said, I m
loining the club," Lowry said.
In nigh school, one of Lowry's team-

and runs designed to strengthen the
knee gradually.
After the surgery, even bending the
knee 90 degrees WSI ,i chore.
"It's the most painful thing you'll
ever go through," Lowiy laid.
ACL tears are reterred to as non-con-

And while the knee can be surgically repaired in a day, the psyche
takes ,i httle longer to mend. Lowry
didn't make the first cut on her newknee tilt four months after the surgery.
"A lot of that is confidence," she
said. "You think you're not going to
he able to do it anymore I he first time
1 took a tackle, it was scary. It was in
a pickup game at the end of the summer, but after you do it once, it's OK.
It started feeling regular at eight
or nine months, but before that, every time I cut or moved, I could feel
it."
Working back up to game speed
is a gradual process, though. Recovering from a torn ACL consists oi essentially learning how to walk again
while simultaneously trvmg to restrengthen the muscles weakened by
the injury.
Initially, you have to get your
range and motion back," Kuster said.
"Then you build up your strength
and Control, I hen, vou can start doing

. lated activities *
For Lowry, those included scoring
goals Last vear, she was the Dukes'
second-leading goal scorer behind
the graduated Kim Argy (who also
came back from a torn ACL at one
point). Lowry netted seven goals and
14 points in 21 games on her way to
being an All-CAA second team selection.
"We look at players as artists and
soldiers," Lombardo said. "Artists are
the creative type of players. They can
do things that others can't. (l.owrv| is
one of the artists."
I his vear, her artistry has drawn
critical
acclaim
from
opposing
teams.
"What we've found out is a lot
people clamp down on her and the
either players are picking up the
slack, Lombardo said.
While she hasn't found the net yet,
the extra attention she's drawing has
opened the goal up for freshman Jess
Reimes (|ML"s leading scorer with
three goals), sophomore Ted Maykoski and senior Sarah Cebulski — both
tied for second on the team with two

goali
"I think we can win the conference
this vear - tinallv," l.owrv said of the
2 i Dukes "We have a lot of younger
playen
lot."

I VAN m •
Senior midfielder Annie Lowry chases the ball down against Rutgers. Lowry returns this season after tearing her
ACL In the Colonial Athletic Association tournament semifinal against VCU last year. Last season she was second
on the team In goals with seven. She had 14 points on her way to being named a second-team All CAA selection.

and thev're contributing a

And |usl like coming back from
an Injury, l.owrv thinks it |ust comes
dOW n to how much vou want it.
It's just i matter of will."

Freshman corner
stepping up for
JMU defense
sv MATT MCGOVERN
umtributinx uritrr

of a maior college comei"
McGee trunks so, boo
"I'm the Upe of guv that no

I lefense wins championships.
How mam times have vou heard it

matter what type "t position vou
put me in, I'm going to shine," the

saul about football? It's an obvious
point, and it is uh\ redshirt fresh-

5-9, ITn-poundersaid.
McGee knew the team needed

man cornerback Scott) Nui.ee mav
have •• major impact on IML lootball for wars to .ome.

him at that position and he took the
challenge with open arms
"My main cjuestion was attrr
this season, ^iii i have the opportunity to move hack once Alvin Banks

I ess than a \ fST ago. Met rCS had
his sights set on a tailback position
tor th« Dukes However, earl) In
training tamp he found out that he
had two stress fractures in his badi
and he was toned to undergo rehabilitation He also noticed JML's
1

the running bade position
wai so deep, he might not get much
playing time there
I hat's where the IML coaching
Stan11 ame in
I he) s.iu McGec's potential on

back," [ML coach Miclun Matthews
said. "|Mc<>ee| had all the makings

and Maurice Fenner are gone, \i
Gee said
" I he coaches said, 'Yea,
but VOU might not want to (move
back|."
In his tirst two games at corner"
hack, he ifl alrosd) emerging as a
pla\ maker Ma.ee was lixtftl on the
team in tackles against Bloomsburg
and Appalachian State with 7 and 5.
reepet lively.
■\- i cornerback. you're on an

Hocke) <. oa» lies Association Division
I National ( oechei Poll thanks to I 5 !
start to the season

sdversih

can deal crucial blows and he teen
good about the position he is in
right now

PHOTO COURTESY OF SFOfflS MBDM RBLAPJONS
Freshman comer Scotty McGee drops Into cov
erafie for JMU. He has 12 tackles this season.

\ ke) fat tor tor the I Hikes has been
nan forward Megan Main, who
won national Rookie ot the Week hon
i d was
alto the < olonial tthtebi Association
Rookie ot tin- Week for last w eek i pair
over Michigan State and St.
(osiph s
Ham

scored

the

tame-winning

goals in both ot thoSC games and leads
the
Dukes with

the Dukes with I goal |ust 1:11 lett in
the tirst halt ["he I hikes went on to

five
goali
and
three
ganie-w inning goals on the

win that one m a J-0 shutout
Bain's three game-winning goali
puts her in a tie tor the conference lead in that category, with Gins

year
Against
Spartans,

the
ham

J

netted the game
winner with eight
minutes lett in the
midst ot a come*
from behind
2-1
Bain
\ it lor)
Frida)
I hen, on Sunday, bam stru»k lirst lor

Miclun,
Matthews
said. "We
only play 11
times and
we need
to let the
kids play
as much as
they can.

The fans
want to
come watch you play, and the
kids want to play and we want
to coach them. Why would VOU
want to shorten the game?"
Matthews's sentiments have
been echoed by a number of
coaches, Including Brown, who
felt like the new Riles prevented
his team from any chance at
coming back against Ohio State
this weekend. When Ohio State
scored to go up by 17 with
6:31 left in the game, the game
became out of reach in Brown's
opinion.
Comebacks are one of
the things that make college
football great. Kor example, last
year's national championship
game between Texas and USC
was one of the greatest football
games I've ever seen, and with
the new clock rules, we may
not have seen such an exciting
game.
The new rule has stnpped
the game of great comebacks.
Think ol some ol the most mem-

counts in the process I his is not
unlike their decision to go w ith a
BCS formula Instead of allowing the athletes to decide it on
the field with a playoff system.
This time they are accommodating the television stations that
air the games, allowing them
to show more gUMS; and make
more mone\

Md lee uld
I dedh ate everything
I do to him, and he moti\ stes me In
s«i main wavs

Dukes hold at No. 13 in ranking; Bain
receives national Rookie of the Week honors
lhe|Ml field hockej team, ranked
1Mb 111 the preseason polls, has. limbed
10 Mo 13 in the SIX National held

The new rule is being
criticized by football coaches
throughout the nation.
"I
think it's a
bad rule,"
JMU coach

I his is |ust another example
ot the NCAA getting it wrong,
hurting the fans and helping
the people with the big bank ac-

"Once I started high school ball,
I don't think he ever missed a game/

onlv the beginning'

change has to do with the clock
now starting when the ret blows
the "ready for play" whistle as
opposed to on the snap ot the
ball.

Ume would probably already
have been expired and we never
would have seen those great
finishes

ty, healread) knows Every time he
steps out on the held, ha dedicates
the game to his late older brother
Mart us

Saul McGee, Through the pow
erful prayer of my family and going through physical therapj
day, I was able to get hack out on
the held alter my back injury- But I
can't be satisfied, there s no w>l) to
he satisfied, he.ause I know this is

makes contact with the ball as
opposed to when the receiving team catches it. The other

Had the new rule been in place,

Don't tell McGee about adversi-

how

is when a team is kicking off. the
clock now starts when a kicker

California-Stanford finish with
the band coming out on the field
as time expired.
The key phrase in all of those
finishes is as time expired."

this wa\ when vou make a mistake
at running back, it's lecond down
When you make a mistake at cor
nerback, it's six points.'

knows

JML's Mickey Matthews
doesn't like it lexas' Mack
Brown hates it. Florida's Urban
Meyer is disappointed with it.
What has these coaches so
upset? It's not their red zone
offenses or their early-season
struggles. It's the new clock rule
put in by the NCAA in order to
shorten games
The new rule, instituted this
year, now has the clock starting
earlier in two instances. The first

the goal line as time expired to
beat Notre Dame, the famous

island Vou don't have much help,"
IML offensive coordinate! lett Durden said about the iwitch trom running back to corner
Let me put it

McGee

New rule
stinks

orable college games of all time.
Doug Fluhe's touchdown pass
to beat Miami as time expired.
Matt Leinart sneaking across

McGee shines for Madison
the other side ot the ball and suggested he move to the cornerback
position.
"It is not unusual to move high
School running backs to < orner-

Rumor Has It...

t Imarelll ol William & Man and
( harlia Warner ol Hofstri Ham It
also ranked fourth in the CAA and
24th national!) In goali per game at
0.83. The Berlin, N I . name is slso
ninth in the ( A A and second on the
team w ith Iti points
I he Dukes boast one ol the strongest overall schedules in the nation

with 13 opponents ranked or receiving
votes in the NFHCA poll I he Dukes
will taie three til them in its next
three contests, all on the road No. 13

In the end, all the NCAA
is doing is lobbing Hi umsoi
a chance to see their favorite
teams compete for the full
length ot a game Dun, in
robbing them ot riuuxss to see
rllSSll .omehaiksand surprising finishes
In the (ML /' Bloomsburg
game, JML ranonh Mofeneivc
plays, which was down tmm the
typical 70 to80 plays vou saw
last v,ar Part. >l that had to do
M ith HI anemic offense, hut the
new time rules play a big part in
it also
Against AS last weekend,
the Dukes were outplaying the
Mountaineers m (hi ssoond hall,
and who knows if the extra two to

l\u will travel to No, l* Richmond
tonight followed by It No. I Maryland
on Sunday and No. 12 American on
Friday. Sept. 22.
So tar this season |ML has already

doesn't allow pUners to settle
It on the held and it hurts two

lost to No 4 North Carolina, defeated i
team that received votes in the NIIK \

important groups in the pro, (-ss
the players and the fans.

poll in Ohio University and will face
No HI Virginia Od n

the coaches end players tee
this win can't the \< \ \

three minutes cost ihem a chance
to mount a final lomebaek.
I he point is, the new rule

DVNMIS.I
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Classifieds

Itarsday. September 14,2006111

. www.thehreeze.org

(For Rent)

V. MIKI SSI S * \MI I) \ppi> .t
less Lunch downtown alter 5 All htuirs

( \KI'I NI l-.K odd job. on you.
schedule. I M.ii.-ni pa) i..rBaparianaa

MOI inj ule: I0S* Mr.ui.wl.irk .In
Silt/Sun Kunlil Man. Htm. ( ..II
lllakoull « 41* 41..MI |,„ m|„

MUSTIiivi DOOSEamalialr
ipwdtag m.ine. playing »Hh our fouf
liicndl, cocker spaniel*? ()nc inile Iron.

[Help Wanted J

garapaa SI0.00p«vbtl BnhiMi
...no. hul .IMIMI.UJII. tjll hcluccn
noon and 2 Relcrcnce> required I -m.nl
imuduLcsXIirvahoocoin

Wl l'AYIiPIOS75pcriuir»ev. »w»
OctPaidlothinkcom

I'okct pl.i>crs wanted Paving $50 plut
honus 50chip>com 01 (520) 404*5273

IBARTF.NDING! llpu.$250a Day.
No I xpeneiKe NecesMiry. training
Provided I4M465-4S20X1 213

M . i>!

\IK\< UH7DMngSorvka
is hiring all across campus Download an
application al uww.jinu.cdu' dining aivd
return to (iihhons Hall entrance " Stan
al $7,007 hf. promotions up to $9.75/ hr!

«AMI I) Nude models lor ail classes
$«» 001K NO experience necessary
I'an-time work ('lasso meet mondav '
Wednesday 10:45103 ISpJM lue-di>
Ihursday 1.30 lo 5.00 put and al
4Hhcr times ConttM David lljsctm, ,II
ha.sconidsrMiini'duiMdi Ml (314

|( Wanted ]
I Will . V.I I M SIIHOOIBAII.
IMS WANTED: 3 FAMILY
WEEKI NDFOOTBAI1 lli'kl is
1 Al I 7<7-t:29MO.»7<7.nllllMN
1757)422-9110
» \SS \KI\l, II VNDI1I I I si ollcgc
Choir lahaOTM al Asbur) I 'M(\ 205
s \l.iin. H'huin on Sundaj.. M PM
Caraaci Heather al .mithri.nifmucdii
Kidcuailahlc

[Services

■s]

MISS YOUR HOHSI We oiler Mall
and field bonding I mat lacihlies
including indtMtr ring Private and group
InKfUCtioa Mill CREEK FARM 234*

PERSOiNTALS:
M \|)IMMI

I Oil

In a personal

\<l ln| • iiiailiiuf: I >r • > /<

ijoui own I « isoii.il

IM|

I..I
< I I A MM . S| RVK'hS Weekly
housekeeping. Includes kitchens,
bathrooms. hcdriHuns. living areas.
eic. Cost Marts at $50/wk References
availahle. (757)672-5267
YOGA CLASSES "The body lives in
the past, the mind in the future Vt ith
yoga, they come together" IBKS
lyengar) I >-■> and evening classes for
beginning and continuing students. New
sessions slart soon Diana Woodall,
RYT. wwwagoodslretch com (540)
4J2-0642

97«|

prrsoiial''liofmiiil.rom

going l« w\v\vJli«l>r««z«-.or«|
I

-.11 L fo~*nU

(Travel)

I RAVI I V.IIIISlSlollm>ear'Mop
IM Sprini Hied, dclinalions' HeM deal*
cuaijnlced1 Micliv.l rep eommisMons
VIM! M\..vsl.lr.l\clcnm of call 1-80064K-4MO Great pioupdiMounl*

SKYDIVI ' One Da. lin.Hi
ir.mi n.cr i ..'no' fen:: iumpei
ilrcrafl I >>inpi.-tc Inlhnaalioii b
on ...... rkydlvaorangr con till I
l I Kill l( MIS' (540)943-65*7

Place your Classified!

si'Kisi, IIKI \k BAHAMAS (
Day/4 Nifhi Pacaaaja ItaaSlM par
person- InclodcsCmisc lran.ponA
Kcson in ihc BaaaaHa- < Raw Packages
■lio available- Boat i arh far IKI I
vipi'am rnaiajr roMraa IKKSS52-BI M H(l4tM12-3224F ......
I mflahama.co

Easy & Affordable!
Go to the
«wvi .iliebreeze.org today!
■ in 1 i t ii. t I
SSS N. Mala St.
M.m,
r.| VA 22A02
" i I - ■ 7tSO - .on,,

OFF
Go to The Breeze
website to order
pictures from the
paper online I
King Photo will
print them out
and deliver them
to you!

JMU STUDENTS

Michelin
BFG

LI ni royal

14 I'liini s.ih i. i in. k

• Oil Change

WZim.'ilfSE&aBBBBJS^

• Sttle Inspection
9

,\C Repair 9

\l 11:111111 ni

Dear Ladies,
At a school where the ratio is not in our favor...
Finding your true love, companion, partner or
friday night dance buddy

IS

tough!

We can help!

To add a personal:

The Breeze Penonab
Wlxre Lovt doun I bmv ii> be A battlefield!

go to www.tnebreeze.org
click "Classifieds Section"
add your personal at the services section

To respond to a personal:
email hreeze_personals(a'hotmail.com
Write a response about yoursell
title the subject ul the email with the
H of who you want to respond to.

Get your crossword fix.
The Breeze

JAMES McHONE JEWELRY

It if time to act

on top $£
tk/K&gf

1.42Cts Round Brilliant Cut Diamond Sll G

Platinum Solitaire Setting

nftpfy to be, an

This Week $6800
•All oi oui diamonds ore graded b) an on *-t.itt ( >IA I Hamond * Graduate
Visit us at 75 S. Court Squ.in-1 larrisonburg or www.mchoni'U'vvt'lrv.com

ADVERTISING ^
EXECUTIVE

Mr live,Breeze
&*

C
Banquet Facility
~
Early Bird Specials $9™

H^

Mon.-Sat. 4-6 p.m.
New Sunday Buffet 11-3 p.m. $1295
380 University Blvd.

< > 111... 11

. Second lintree
112 Price '
R„ II,.,:., M
Expires «>/30/o«,

■

GOTO

Located across from

HTTP://JOBLINK.JMU.EDU

Regal Cinemas
564-2988

FOR DETAILS

#

Bftta Sanlea -

ZD-
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LSU vs. Auburn
ida vs. Tennessee
higan vs. Noire Dame
Natxaskavs.USC
Mf*mi vs. Louisville
Oklahoma vs.Oregon

Swami

Quitter

Fearless Leader Boss Lady

Dirty Dix

LSU

Auburn

Auburn

Auburn

Auburn

Tennessee

Florida

Florida

Honda

Florida

Notre Dame

Noire Dame

Noire Dame

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

use

Nebraska

use

use

use

Miami

Louisville

Louisville

Miami

Miami

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

OF THE

WEEK

Oklahoma

Washington <* Dallas

Dallas

Washington

Dallas

Dallas

Washington

New England 3 Jets

New England

New England

New England

New England

New England

N.Y. Giants # Philadelphia

Gianis

Philadelphia

Philadelphia

Philadelphia

Philadelphia

Kansas City «* Denver

Denver

Denver

Donvai

Denver

Denver

Carolina (P Minnesota

Carolina

Carolina

Carolina

Carollni

Carolina

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Jacksonville

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

kson-ill.

FOOTBALL

John
Swami
16-8

Brian
Quitter
12-12

Matt
Caite
Fearless Leader Boss Lady
18-6
159

Rachana
Dirty Dix

too..!■ knatof*tart.Ho- iiMtu

*• *><***
■ ■—HIIIIITIIIII, l.—*i-

toita.A»l*»oM»BW*»»taFto?U«to
VRKtaM-S-M

Guest
Editor

OPPORTUNITY IS KNOCKING...
The Breeze Advertising Department
is hiring to fill positions!

Lead Designer^
Advertising Designer
Gain invaluable experience and develop
lasting connections. Positions require
10-20 hours per week, offer
competitive pay, flexible schedules,
and a fun work environment!

To APPLY:
Visit http://joblink.jmu.edu

